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Abstract 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) performance over MANET is an area of extensive research. 
Congestion control mechanisms are major components of TCP which affect its performance. The 
improvement of these mechanisms represents a big challenge especially over wireless environ-
ments. Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) mechanisms control the amount of in-
crement and decrement of the transmission rate as a response to changes in the level of conten-
tion on routers buffer space and links bandwidth. The role of an AIMD mechanism in transmitting 
the proper amount of data is not easy, especially over MANET. This is because MANET has a very 
dynamic topology and high bit error rate wireless links that cause packet loss. Such a loss could be 
misinterpreted as severe congestion by the transmitting TCP node. This leads to unnecessary sharp 
reduction in the transmission rate which could degrades TCP throughput. This paper introduces a 
new AIMD algorithm that takes the number of already received duplicated ACK, when a timeout 
takes place, into account in deciding the amount of multiplicative decrease. Specifically, it decides 
the point from which Slow-start mechanism should begin its recovery of the congestion window size. 
The new AIMD algorithm has been developed as a new TCP variant which we call TCP Karak. The aim 
of TCP Karak is to be more adaptive to mobile wireless networks conditions by being able to distin-
guish between loss due to severe congestion and that due to link breakages or bit errors. Several 
simulated experiments have been conducted to evaluate TCP Karak and compare its performance 
with TCP NewReno. Results have shown that TCP Karak is able to achieve higher throughput and 
goodput than TCP NewReno under various mobility speeds, traffic loads, and bit error rates. 
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1. Introduction 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is one of the most important transport layer protocols over the transport 
layer. TCP service model includes reliable transmission, flow control, and congestion control. Packet or segment 
loss has been adopted in TCP to indicate congestion in the network core and for triggering retransmission of lost 
data packets in order to achieve guaranteed delivery. Congestion control is done by adapting the transmission 
rate, represented by a congestion window size (cnwd), to the available network capacity. TCP sets a retransmis-
sion timeout period (RTO) within which it expects to receive an acknowledgment (ACK) of a transmitted data 
segment [1] [2]. 

TCP interprets the absence of ACK, for an RTO period, as a loss of that data segment. Accordingly, the expi-
ration of the RTO causes packet retransmission, duplicates the value of RTO, and decreases the cnwd to one 
packet. The decrement is referred to as Multiplicative Decrease (MD) since it sharply lowers the value of cnwd 
to one packet as a precaution of further packet dropping in the network core. TCP sender then uses slow start 
algorithm to increase the cnwd size to what is called the slow start threshold (ssthresh) which equals half its 
current cnwd value [1] [2]. 

Slow start is a binary exponential growth of the cnwd. Additive Increase (AI) is then used to carefully recover 
the size of cnwd by adding one extra segment size to its current value should the whole previous cnwd size gets 
acknowledged [1]. Out of order delivery of packets causes duplicated ACKs for each packet that reaches the 
destination before its predecessor. Since the estimation of an accurate RTO is by no means an easy task, dupli-
cated ACKs could also be used as a sign of packet loss which is known as fast retransmit mechanism [3]. 

Receiving one or two duplicated ACKs could be interpreted as a delayed packet delivery instead of a lost one. 
TCP sender waits for three duplicative ACKs in order to invoke fast retransmit mechanism. This provides a kind 
of assurance that the packet is really lost and should be retransmitted immediately without the need to wait until 
RTO expiration. Retransmitting a lost packet via fast retransmit mechanism is adopted by many TCP variant, 
such as TCP NewReno, and is followed by invoking fast recovery mechanism [4]. Fast recovery sets the cnwd 
to ssthresh, waits the ACK for all segments sent after the lost segment and before receiving the first duplicated 
ACK, and then starts the AI, also known as congestion avoidance, phase [1] [4]. 

Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) is characterized by its very dynamic topology due to the mobility of its 
wireless nodes. Such a very flexible and infrastructure-less network serves a wide range of applications such as 
rescue missions, military operations, and in any other situation where infrastructure establishment is either very 
expensive or quite impossible [5] [6]. 

Wireless networks, such as MANET and wireless sensor networks (WSN), are also characterized by high bit 
error rate (BER) channels [8]. TCP faces some challenges over these networks since it is not inherently designed 
to adapt for such environments properties. The performance of TCP degrades with high mobility and bit error 
rate since it reduces the transmission rate when a segment is lost due to link breakages or bit errors and cannot 
distinguish between these two cases and severely congested routers buffers [7] [8]. 

In this paper we proposed and evaluate a modified version of TCP NewReno which we called TCP Karak. 
TCP Karak relays on the reception of a number of duplicated ACKs that are not enough to trigger fast retransmit, 
to improve the AIMD mechanism when an RTO expires. TCP Karak reduces the level of decrement when a 
timeout occurs after the reception of one duplicated ACK and reduces it to a greater extent in case of a timeout 
after two duplicated ACKs. This is done in order to allow TCP Karak to distinguish between packet loss due to 
severe congestion and that results due to link breakage or bit error.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some of the related work is presented in Section 2. Section 3 
illustrates the details TCP Karak AIMD algorithm. Section 4 presents the discussion of results of evaluating 
TCP Karak in comparison with TCP NewReno. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. Related Works 
Many previous researches have mentioned the need to modify TCP AIMD to make it more properly adaptive to 
the characteristic of new paradigms [9]-[12]. These paradigms cloud represent new environment such as 
MANET, WSN, and Content-Centric Network (CCN).  

In [9] an end-to-end congestion control algorithm has been proposed. The main idea is to use adaptive setting 
for the additive increase/multiplicative decrease (AIMD) congestion control scheme. This adaptivity means that 
parameters can change dynamically as the current network conditions change. Results have shown that the pro-
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posed algorithm reach almost optimal utilization in cased of a steady state network and responds quickly to links 
bandwidth changes. The algorithm is not TCP-compatible and needs to be studied over more complex network 
topologies.  

A transport mechanism that is adapted to video flows was presented in [10]. It is called Q-AIMD for video 
quality AIMD. Q-AIMD enables fairness in video quality when transmitting multiple video flows and improves 
the overall video quality for all flows, especially when the transmitted videos provide various types of content 
with different spatial resolutions. Q-AIMD lessens congestion events by decreasing the video quality, and ac-
cordingly the bit rate, whenever congestion occurs. Q-AIMD has been evaluated with different video contents 
and spatial resolutions and has shown an improved overall video quality compared to other throughput-based 
congestion control mechanism. 

In [11] different factors such as the way CCN routers are deployed, the popularity of contents, or the capacity 
of links have been taken into consideration in observing the performance of AIMD when used over a CCN net-
work. Results advocate the need to design a proper congestion control to avoid less popular contents from be-
coming hardly accessible in tomorrow’s Internet. 

A fuzzy inference system that is based on factors such as the expected throughput and actual throughput has 
been presented in [12] to dynamically adjust TCP congestion window size over MANET. Extensive simulation 
experiments have shown multiple concurrent flows significantly affect TCP performance over MANET and that 
the proposed scheme achieves improvement in performance compared to other TCP variants. 

In [13] a framework for AIMD in TCP has been developed in order to analyze problems of adapting TCP 
AIMD algorithms over wireless networks. The framework presents a systematic analysis of existing AIMD- 
based TCP variants, classifies them into two main streams, and develops a generic expression that covers the 
rate adaptation processes of both approaches. It further identifies a new approach in enhancing the performance 
of TCP and assists in the design of new TCP variants. A tax-rebate approach was proposed as an approximation 
of the compensation scheme, and used to enhance the AIMD-based TCP variants to offer unified solutions for 
effective congestion control, sequencing control, and error control. A set of simulation experiments have been 
conducted to examine their performance under various network scenarios. In most scenarios, significant perfor-
mance gains have been achieved. 

TCP Karak does not rely on any explicit feedback from the network core; it requires only the sender side 
adaptation. TCP Karak also works on top of any underlying routing protocol such as AODV [14]. 

3. TCP Karak Algorithm Description 
The main idea of TCP Karak is to utilize the information provided by the reception of duplicated acknowledge-
ment events to make a decision on how much aggressive the multiplicative decrease should be. This is to define 
the value of the congestion window from where Slow-start should begin its recovery of the cnwd over again af-
ter a timeout event. An occurrence of a timeout event without receiving any duplicated ACK beforehand indi-
cates a very severe congestion in the network core. In this case, an aggressive multiplicative decrease such as the 
one followed by TCP Tahoe, which sets the cnwd to one segment, could be used [1]. 

Receiving duplicated acknowledgements is considered as a sign of light congestion. We think that the number 
of received duplicated acknowledgments provides valuable information about the level of contention in the net-
work, since the more duplicated ACKs received, the less the level of congestion is assumed to be along the path 
to the destination. If the source node has received one duplicated ACK before the expiration of the RTO, then a 
less aggressive multiplicative decrease value could be adopted to lower the current congestion window. Should 
the source node receive two duplicated ACKs before the RTO expiration, then this justifies a lesser value of a 
multiplicative decrease which allows for faster recovery of the cnwd value. 

Receiving three duplicated ACKs before the expiration of the RTO activates the well-known fast retransmit 
procedure and moves the congestion window to half its current value to follow the fast recovery mechanism 
steps before activating the, afterward, additive increase procedure. See Table 1 for a pseudo-code description of 
TCP Karak. 

One can argue that the expiration of RTO is, in the first place, an indication of severe congestion and, accor-
dingly, it does not matter how many duplicated ACKs have been received before. We argue that this is not gen-
erally true and specially over MANET due to more than one reason. Firstly, the expiration of RTO could happen 
when a packet is lost while using a small congestion window or at the end of a large congestion window size. In 
both cases there will not be enough transmitted packets in the pipe to trigger a fast retransmit event. Secondly,  
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Table 1. TCP Karak pseudo-code.                   

Initially:  
cwnd = 1 
ssthresh = infinite 
Dup_ACK =0 

New ACK arrives: 
If (cwnd < ssthresh) 
   /*Slow start*/ 
    cwnd = cwnd+1 
Else  
   /*Congestion avoidance*/ 
   cwnd = cwnd+1/cwnd 

Duplicated ACK arrives: 
Dup_ACK =Dup_ACK+1 
If (Dup_ACK ==3) 
   /*Fast retransmit*/ 
   cwnd =cwnd /2; 

Timeout: 
/* Multiplicative decrease */ 
/* check dup_Ack */ 
If (Dup_ACK==1) 
   cwnd=cwnd/8 
Else if (Dup_ACK ==2) 
          cwnd = cwnd /4 
        Else 
           / *Dup_Ack  is zero*/ 
           cwnd = 1 

 
and due to the very dynamic topology of MANET which causes frequent link breakages and due to its environ-
ment which is characterized with high bit error rate, multiple packets could be dropped preventing some data 
packet from reaching the destination. It could also prevent ACK packets from getting back to the source node. In 
both cases, this results in triggering a timeout event after the expiration of the RTO. 

In such cases the right action to take is to recover the loss by quick transmission of the dropped packets as 
well as other queued packets even though we are unable to invoke fast retransmit. TCP Karak tries to achieve 
this goal by taking into consideration the number of duplicated ACK received before the expiration of the RTO 
in order to control the level of decrement in the congestion window. 

Figure 1 and Figure 2 shows how TCP Karak differentiates between packet loss due to link breakage or bit 
error and that due to severe congestion. TCP assumes a packet loss results from severe congestion when a time-
out event occurs without a reception of any duplicated ACK. Then, it aggressively reacts by multiplicative de-
crease that returns the sender cnwd to one segment as the starting point of Slow-start algorithm. In the other 
cases, where a time out event occurs after receiving one or two duplicated ACKs, then TCP Karak reacts less 
aggressively by reducing the current congestion window to one eighth or one quarter its current size, respec-
tively. In both cases, and since Slow-start is a binary exponential algorithm, the value of cnwd is reduced to the 
first power of two value higher than the one eighth or one quarter points. Afterward, TCP Karak continues by 
Slow-start to reach the point of additive increase. 

TCP Karak does not depend on any explicit notification mechanism, from the core of the network and needs 
some modification on the source node. TCP Karak utilizes fast retransmit when three duplicated ACKs are re-
ceived before the expiration of an RTO. 

4. Results Evaluation and Discussion 
Several simulated experiments have been conducted to evaluation the performance of TCP Karak and to com-
pare it with TCP NewReno. Performance evaluation has been performed by measuring the throughput and 
goodput of both protocols. While the throughput gives an important indication of a protocol performance since it 
measures the amount of data that can be transmitted in a time unit, goodput is more accurate measurement since 
it excludes the retransmission of erroneous and lost packets and counts only the correctly delivered amount of 
data. 
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Figure 1. TCP Karak flow chart illustration.                                           

 

 
Figure 2. TCP Karak illustration.                                                    

 
Glomosim 2.02 simulation package was used [15]. Different scenarios have been generated assuming 50 

nodes in square terrain of 1200 m2. The number of source nodes was 25 out of the 50 total nodes. Simulation 
time was 10 minute. Each simulated scenario has been repeated 20 times with different simulation seeds in order 
to get confidence in the resulted average. Table 2 summarizes the simulation parameters used and the adopted 
values of such parameters. 
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Table 2. Summary of simulation parameters and their values.                                                      

Value Parameter 

1200 m × 1200 m TERRAIN-DIMENSIONS 

50 NUMBER-OF-NODES 

RANDOM NODE-PLACEMENT 

30 S MOBILITY-WP-PAUSE 

10 M SIMULATION-TIME 

RANDOM-WAYPOINT MOBILITY 

250 m Transmission Range 

AODV ROUTING-PROTOCOL 

10−7 Error Bit Rate (EBR) with varying mobility speed 

15 m/s Average mobility speed with varying BER 

4.1. Results with Various Mobility Speeds 
In the first set of simulated experiments, Table 3 and Table 4, nodes were able to move randomly with a speed 
that varies in different scenarios from 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 mps with a 30 seconds pause time. The compari-
son between TCP Karak and TCP NewReno is shown in these two tables which contain figures that measure the 
throughput and goodput of both protocols as the mobility speed increases and as the number of packets sent by 
each TCP source increases from 1000, and up to 5000 data packets. This is done in order to evaluate the effect 
of increased traffic load over the simulated ad hoc network. 

Table 3 shows a set of figures that illustrate the evaluation of the throughput of both protocols. The through-
put of both protocols decreases as the mobility speed increases due to the effect of raising mobility speed on in-
creasing link breakages and accordingly, higher number of packets gets lost. TCP Karak is able to achieve high-
er throughput than TCP NewReno for almost all values of mobility speeds and traffic rates. The set of figures in 
Table 3 shows that the throughput of TCP Karak becomes more apparently higher than that of TCP NewReno 
as the mobility speed and traffic rate increases. This is because the number of link breakages increases as the 
mobility speed increases and as a consequence the number of dropped packets becomes higher. 

Sending more packets also increases the number of packets that get affected by link breakages as well as the 
probability of getting more duplicated ACKs back to the sender node. TCP Karak is able to detect situations 
where packet loss is due to link breakages and not due to severe congestion by existence of some duplicated 
ACKs that has arrived before the RTO expiration.  

TCP Karak makes the difference in throughput by lowering the amount of multiplicative decrease in cases 
where one or two duplicated ACK have been received before the RTO expiration. In such cases, TCP Karak is 
able to reach the fast recovery point faster than backing off to the normal slow start process where only one 
packet is sent. With the combination of very low mobility speed and traffic rate, we can notice that TCP Karak 
achieves lower throughput than TCP NewReno does. This is due to that fact that TCP Karak reacts in the two 
mention cases above by quick recovery of the congestion window, while slowly moving nodes are unable to find, 
as much quickly, other alternative paths to pass the transmitted packets to the destination.  

Table 4 shows a set of figures that presents the evaluation of the Goodput of TCP Karak in comparison with 
TCP NewReno. The goodput evaluation results in these figures prove that TCP Karak does not get higher 
throughput without actual delivery of the transmitted data to the destination. As with measured throughput, the 
goodput of both protocols decreases as the mobility speed increases because of the increasing mobility effect on 
increasing the number of link breakage and lost packets. TCP Karak achieves higher goodput than TCP Ne-
wReno for almost all values of mobility speeds and especially as the traffic increases due to the same justifica-
tion explain for the throughput results. 

The set of figures in Table 4 shows that with low traffic rates, TCP Karak goodput needs higher mobility 
speeds to outperform TCP NewReno. This is more apparent than what we can notice in the throughput results in 
Table 3. The reason behind this is that with low mobility speed there would be low number of link breakages 
and with low traffic rate there is low number of duplicated ACKs. This prevents TCP Karak from taking the ad-
vantage over TCP NewReno and makes the performance of the two approaches comparable.  
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Table 3. Throughput results for various traffic rates and mobility speeds.                    

TCP Throughput (Kbps) Number of Packets Sent 

 

1000 

 

2000 

 

3000 

 

4000 

 

5000 
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Table 4. Goodput results for various traffic rates and mobility speeds.                      

TCP Goodput (Kbps) Number of Packets Sent 

 

1000 

 

2000 

 

3000 

 

4000 

 

5000 
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With relatively high mobility speed and high data rate TCP Karak throughput and goodput becomes appar-
ently higher than that of TCP NewReno also since a lost packet could be at the end of a sender window size. In 
order for the fast retransmit event to be activated, enough number of duplicated ACKs is needed, three dupli-
cated ACK according to the standard. This could not be possible when the lost packet is positioned near the end 
of a sender window size. In this case, TCP Karak takes the less number of received duplicated ACK into con-
sideration to decide the extent of multiplicative decrease that is necessary. 

4.2. Results with Various Bit Error Rates 
Table 5 shows a set of experiments that have been conducted to demonstrate the effect of varying the Bit Error 
Rate (BER) on the achieved throughput of TCP Karak and comparing this with TCP NewReno. When increas-
ing the bit error rate, more packets are subject to be corrupted. This result in lower throughput for both protocols, 
since the higher number of packets gets dropped due to bit errors the lower the amount of data that can be 
transmitted. This is true since TCP does not differentiate between packet loss due to congestion and that due to 
bit error. 

TCP Karak is able to achieve higher throughput than TCP NewReno for almost all values of BERs where the 
difference in throughput becomes more apparently higher when increasing the traffic rate. When a packet is lost 
due to bit error, there is good opportunity for the next packet or set of packets to pass through the network to the 
destination and so causing duplicated ACK to be sent back to the source. A severe congestion on the other hand, 
results in multi consecutive packets dropping which belong to the same window and so preventing duplicated 
ACKs from being sent back to the source node. 

TCP NewReno waits for a time out event or the reception of three duplicated ACKs to invoke fast retransmit. 
TCP Karak, additionally, tracks the reception of one or two duplicated ACKs when a time out occurs and ex-
ploits this information to decide the amount of multiplicative decrease that it should perform. As the BER in-
creases the difference in throughput between the two protocols increases since larger number of packets get lost. 
This fact lowers the chance of getting duplicated ACKs back to the source node. Consequently, the achieved 
goodput of both protocols degrades as the BER increases.  

Despite this degradation, TCP Karak is still able to maintain better goodput than TCP NewReno and to make 
wider difference in performance as the BER increases. This is because TCP Karak is able to be more accurate in 
differentiating between packet losses due to a severe congestion and that of other reasons, such as bit error, since 
it considers the number of received duplicated ACK when a time out event occurs. 

Table 6 contains experiments figures that present the goodput evaluation TCP Karak and TCP NewReno with 
various traffic rate and BER. These figures prove that TCP Karak does not get higher throughput without actual 
delivery of the transmitted data to the destination as most of these goodput evaluation results confirm. As the bit 
error rate increases the goodput of both protocols decreases. TCP Karak achieves higher goodput than TCP 
NewReno for almost all values of BER and especially as the traffic rate increases where TCP Karak goodput 
becomes, progressively, higher than that of TCP NewReno.  

The set of figures in Table 6 shows that with low traffic rates and high BER the goodput of TCP NewReno 
outperforms that of TCP Karak. This indicates that TCP Karak, in such cases, unnecessarily recovers the sender 
congestion window size faster than TCP NewReno. Aggressive multiplicative decrease done be TCP NewReno 
could protect TCP sender from consecutive packet loss due to high bit error rate and especially with low traffic 
rate.  

One final comment on all the obtained results is that there is more fluctuation in the results of TCP Karak than 
that of TCP NewReno. This could be justified in reference to the way TCP Karak estimates the level of conten-
tion in the network by counting the number of duplicated ACKs which could be as the sole factor and in few 
number of cases too dynamic even though it gives, overall, good estimation of the level of network contention. 
Further work could be done to refine such an estimation by tacking other relevant factors into account in order to 
get more stable behavior of TCP Karak algorithm. 

5. Conclusions 
In this paper, TCP Karak has been presented. TCP Karak is a modification of TCP NewReno and improves its 
performance using duplicated ACKs received by a TCP source node over MANET. The main aim of TCP Karak 
is to utilize the arrival of partial number of duplicated ACKs, when a timeout event occurs, in deciding the level  
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Table 5. Thoughput for various traffic rates and BERs.                                   

TCP Throughput (Kbps) Number of Packets Sent 

 

1000 

 

2000 

 

3000 

 

4000 

 

5000 
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Table 6. Goodput for various traffic rates and BERs.                                    

TCP Goodput (Kbps) Number of Packets Sent 

 

1000 

 

2000 

 

3000 

 

4000 

 

5000 
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of multiplicative decrease that should be performed. This results in increased performance by allowing TCP 
Karak to differentiate between packet loss due to link breakage or bit errors and that due to severe congestion. 

In case of packet loss that results from severe congestion and detected be TCP Karak by a time out event 
without any duplicated ACK, then TCP Karak aggressively reacts by multiplicative decrease which returns the 
sender congestion window size to one packet as a starting point of Slow-start. In the other cases, where a time 
out event occurs after receiving one or two duplicated ACKs, then TCP Karak reacts less aggressively by re-
ducing the current congestion window to be one eighth or one quarter the current congestion window size, re-
spectively. Then it continues by Slow-start to reach the point of additive increase. 

Results of simulated experiments show that TCP Karak has achieved better throughput and goodput than TCP 
NewReno under various traffic loads, mobility speeds, and bit error rates. 
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